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Abstract 
 
The changing dynamics of the fashion retailing industry has progressed and become a global 

multibillion industry, (Solomon & Rabolt, 2007). It has put a lot of pressure on the fast 

fashion retailers were key strategies in order to maintain a strong position in market, must be 

established, (Doyle, Moore & Morgan, 2006). As the increasing number of new fashion 

retailing companies have emerged and established, the fashion segment has become a market 

leader, (Mehrjoo & Pasek, 2014). Fashion consumers expect and thrive on continuous change 

were new fashion products always have to be available in store on an everyday basis, (Bruce 

& Daly, 2006).   

 

Most companies aim to ensure the speed to market as a competitive strategy by offering 

rapidly fashion trends. Fast fashion companies need to deliver their product offer to the 

customers before their competitors do and the choice of supply chain strategy gets critical, 

(Porter 1996). Gadde and Håkansson (2009), argue that a company's purchase process is the 

answer of this matter.  The importance of the purchase process has therefore become of great 

focus.  

 

The issue of defining what it is that actually makes the difference when working with the 

purchase process is complex, with several aspects to take in consideration. The aim of this 

report is to present the most significant activities within the purchase process that makes a 

company competitive in the market. As buyers carry the main responsibility over their 

department groups it became essential to answer the research questions from their perspective. 

The buyers’ sees a general problematic in how to influence the purchase chain in a larger 

scale. However, they claim that the most essential factors, that makes a difference for a 

company to be successful within the fast fashion industry was concluded to be: short-term and 

long-term solutions within the daily work primary within the team. The buyers’ solutions are 

presented in the form of clear goals within the process work, and tools for how to reach the set 

goals. There must be a clarity through the organization which generates an 80/20 mindset 

were all actors are focusing on what it is that makes the difference. Communication is a key 

tool one should work with further on, both at an internal and an external level and as it creates 

the right conditions for the workflow in a more efficient way. This is for everyone to share a 

clearer understanding of and be able to work effectively towards the rapid changes that are 

performed over the season.  

 

Lastly, the buyers appear to have an ambiguous picture of how the fashion industry will 

progress. They are proud of how far Sweden has come with its identity in the fashion industry 

and the prominent clothing brands. But on the other hand, they are concerned for the how 

much further the fashion industry can be pushed, taking the environmental and sustainable 

viewpoint in consideration. 
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1 Introduction 
1
If someone would ask you the question -”What is fashion?” what would be your answer? 

Fashion can be defined as an art, or a religion, or it could be a job for someone.  Fashion can 

reveal a personality, for example it can be playful, or an escape or even a disguise. The 

French fashion designer Coco Chanel once said “Fashion is not something that exists in 

dresses only. Fashion is in the sky, in the street, fashion has to do with ideas, the way we live, 

what is happening”. Fashion as a concept is not an easy question to answer as it can mean 

different things to different individuals. 

 
Hedén and McAndrew (2005) define fashion as changeable in a fast as well as a slow paste. 

The authors considered the phenomenon to be a symbol for the future of morals and ethics. 

Two other authors define fashion as an expression were a group of people have formally 

accepted this concept over time as it has been characterized by a numerous of marketing 

factors, such as shorter life cycle, high impulse purchase, low predictability and high volatility 

of market demand, (Fernie & Sparks, 2004).   

 

The changing dynamics of the fashion retailing industry has progressed over the last twenty 

years, were it has put a lot of pressure on the fast fashion apparel retailers. It has forced them 

to desire low prices and flexibility within the design process, to source for good fabric 

qualities and fast speed to the market. These have become key strategies in order to maintain a 

strong position in the gradually demanding market, (Doyle, Moore & Morgan, 2006). 

Additionally this has promoted a desire for closer relationships stated by communication and 

cooperation between buyers and suppliers, (Lasch & Janker, 2005).  

 

In the late 1980s, when looking back at the basic structure of the fashion industry, fashion 

apparel retailers used their ability of forecasting consumer and fashion trends, long before the 

actual time of consumption. This approach was made in order to compete with other retailers 

in the market, (Guercini, 2001). The fashion retailers are encouraging trends as “ready-to-

wear” more frequently with the philosophy “in store today, gone tomorrow” where this 

indicates the shorter innovation and product life cycles, (Bhardwaj & Fairhurst, 2009). 

Moreover, by ensuring the speed to market as a competitive strategy, the retailers offer 

rapidly fashion trends exposed by fashion shows and catwalks.  Sourcing and purchase 

decisions are compounded by the speed as fashion consumers expect and thrive on continuous 

change were new products always have to be available in store every day, (Bruce & Daly, 

2006).   

 

According to the last decade, the increasing number of new fashion retailing companies have 

emerged and established within the industry. It has shown continuous growth, great 

competition and the fast fashion segment has become a market leader. The fashion industry 

has made a larger transformation because of the fast fashion retailing business, (Mehrjoo & 

Pasek, 2014). Gadde and Håkansson (2009), claim that the individual company's 

competitiveness in providing profits mostly depends on how they work with their purchase 

process. The importance of the purchase process is therefore of great focus. In other words 

how it is applied in a company, how the structure looks like, how great it’s share is for the 

company’s total costs and how the buyer work with the purchase process. 

                                                 
1
 (http://khorshidchehr.com/What-fashion-is.php) 23/10-15 

http://khorshidchehr.com/What-fashion-is.php
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2 Problem description 
 

The fashion industry have witnessed a shifting were retailing manufacturers operate to 

become more dynamic, (Kilduff, 2000). The fast fashion retailing companies have been 

forced to address and apply different key strategies in order to adapt and follow the rapidly 

changing dynamics of the fashion industry. To desire low costs, flexibility in design, source 

qualities and speed to market have become important activities, parts of the purchase process. 

These activities are the particular part of this process and foremost the tools to produce and 

offer the best product to the customers on the market, (Doyle, Moore & Morgan, 2006).  

 
To briefly deliberate how the value of a product is constructed in theoretical terms, one must 

imagine the so-called value chain. From a drawn sketch into a finished garment, the product is 

going through a numerous of different development stages where several actors are 

conducting various activities to contribute value to the product. The number of stages that the 

product is going through gradually to obtain value is called a process. Another word in this 

matter used for process is supply chain were the word supply is defined as to provide 

something that is desired. To clarify that as of today, it is the demand that controls the chain 

were the term demand is added, “Supply and demand chain”. Several management concepts 

that have been presented within the 2000s century address the value chain, in other words 

"Supply Chain Management ". The model seeks to increase profitability by reducing costs and 

describes how to manage, lead and develop the activities, processes that take place along the 

chain, (Hedén & McAndrew, 2005). Barnes and Lea-Greenwood (2006) points out that in 

order to constantly keep the news value to the store and market, products are quickly replaced 

with new ones, with other words, fast fashion. 

 

Fashion has become one of the industries were a global division of labor is most pronounced, 

(Santagata, 2004). To successfully adapt to the new environment fashion companies needs to 

develop a more flexible operational arrangement, (Seyoum, 2007). The rapid emergence of 

the fast fashion segment as mentioned previously has generated in that the fashion retailing 

chains, by the support of an efficient purchase process, offer products with a shorter life cycle. 

Bhardwaj and Fairhust, (2009) argues that the consequence of this is gaining higher profit 

margins from fast selling periods.  

 

The purchase function within a company is a great part of their success story, whereby the 

employee in charge or responsible for the purchase process is the buyer, (Gadde & 

Håkansson, 2009). The central responsibilities within the purchase process for a buyer include 

many different characteristics. Keeping good cooperation with suppliers who shares the 

understanding need of quick change and have the ability to adapt and deliver accordingly. 

Furthermore, characteristics of awareness, price -hunting, to deliver "in time", monitoring 

current inventory, to evaluate reasonable quantity volumes and to ensure good delivery and 

physical distribution. Lastly, keeping good product quality and specifications as well as 

finding good producers of the assortment. The authors claim that buying has changed from 

purely operational to a more strategic method, (Bruce & Daly, 2006). 

 

Beal (1997) is writing in the article “Becoming a buyer when the fashion bug bites” that 

buyers are the main players in the fashion merchandising business were they are the ones to 

decide what the consumers will and won’t find in the stores. Approximately eighty percent of 

the people who are seeking to work and make a career in the fashion industry want to become 

buyers, according to the admissions of the most major fashion schools.  
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Menkes (2015) writes the headline "Why fashion is crashing" in October of this year’s issue 

of Vouge. The entire situation for designers, buyers and editors are not easy, trying to keep up 

with the punishing schedule as of today. It has become too much. Raf Simons recently 

resigned from his position as a creative director of Christian Dior, claimed to get his life back. 

Fast fashion and its exacerbated situation of pressure on retailing, aggravated by online sales 

and speed of the digital world are getting worse. There are new upcoming competitors 

constantly, while the rest is marked down. And not to forget, social media and the voracious 

demands of Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter and Facebook stealing time from the people in the 

fashion business. Menkes (2015) says ” The people who suffer most from high-speed fashion 

are undoubtedly the creative, who are the heart and soul of our industry. Without them, there 

is no fashion - just an echo chamber of ideas; nothing truly new, just repetition dressed up as 

invention”. 

 

Researchers, authors and journalists have discussed the fast fashion industry's rapid progress, 

the high competition and escalating interest for the purchase function and profession. The 

purchase function has been addressed as a competitive strategy with an increasing importance. 

Although, considering all the public literature and information, there is a research gap found, 

were the purchase function hasn’t been presented from the actual buyer working with the 

process on a daily basis up until today. 
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3 Research questions 
 

The aim of this report is to present the insight of the purchase function from a buyer’s 

perspective. Moreover to find out what it is that makes the difference, working with the 

purchase process as a competitive strategy. The focus of this master thesis is to present how 

Swedish fast fashion companies work with their purchase process. The project has a general 

approach to the subject concerned due to time and space limitation. The aim is to answer 

following research questions that are structured into one main- and four sub questions.  

 

What makes the difference? 

 

 

 What are the most essential activities working with the purchase process as a 

competitive strategy? 

 

 Is it possible to influence the purchase process of your company? 

 

 If you were able to influence the buying function of your company, how and what 

would you do? 

 

 How will the future of fast fashion as an industry develop? 
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4 The theoretical frame of reference 
 

This chapter consists of a set of ideas that the reader can presuppose when interpreting the 

empirical, analysis and conclusion chapter. Furthermore, to show a model were the aim is to 

contribute to a greater understanding for the reader of how the purchase process is design up 

until today.  

4.1 The current situation of fast fashion  

 

Hauge, Malmberg and Power (2009) argue that the Swedish fashion industry has developed 

into an increasingly competitive export industry where a numerous successful fashion retailers 

and producers have been recognized. Barnes and Lea-Greenwood (2006) points out that in 

view of the globalization of fashion, the goods have an increasingly shorter product life cycle 

were the products are quickly replaced with new ones in order to constantly keep the news 

value to the store and market. As a result of this, more fashion retailing companies embrace a 

strategy that has its focus and concentration on the purchase process within the supply chain 

in order to as quickly as possible provide the stores with fashionable products. Hansson 

(2015) writes in the trade journal Habit, that so far this year, sales of clothing in Sweden 

increased by 2.1 percent. Furthermore, the increases have occurred in some of the driest and 

warmest autumn months in a long time why a trend break may be coming for the industry. 

Statistics Sweden (2014) presents that the turnover of retail trade has increased to 3, 7 percent 

against last year’s comparable period (September). Several researchers including Solomon 

and Rabolt, (2007) argue that fashion and its business genre has become a global multibillion 

industry. 

4.2 What is strategy? 

 

A strategy can be defined by clear planning and execution of a set goal. The first question a 

company should ask when designing a supply chain is what strategy to use in order to deliver 

the best customer offer. Another important question is what method that should be applied to 

devise the chosen strategy. Designing a long-term plan for a company’s value chain, into 

detail level, one can identify its fundamental principles, driving strengths and the inveterate 

attitudes, (Harrison & Van Hoek, 2002).  

 

When looking at today’s continuously changing market conditions, a company’s choice of 

supply chain strategy gets critical were they need to deliver their offer to the customers before 

the competitors do, (Porter 1996). Gattorna (2006); Porter (1996); Osterwalder and Pigneur 

(2010), describe that a differentiated strategy may occur in different forms depending on how 

a company chooses to take on the market. Furthermore, in order to be successful and better 

than the average competitors, the authors explain that it requires a unique offer through a 

company’s differentiation. Another advantage is that by a company’s unique offer, it can 

protect the brand against competitors. When a company develops good understanding for their 

organization, one can obtain a stronger and more competitive base and business model. 

(Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010) 

 

The way companies work with strategies, or how they go about delivering the best customer 

offer, should never be classified as right or wrong. Once a company has an efficient strategy, 

it becomes customized in the future operating society conditions, Gattorna (2006). A 
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company needs a strategy to be flexible- and adaptable on the market to follow the need of its 

movement and to compete against its competitors. In order to deliver a unique value offer, a 

company should deliberately choose a number of unique activities to obtain a competitive 

strategy. It is all about being different. If a company gets too static with their strategy they can 

easily get stuck which makes is difficult to follow the changing dynamics of society, (Porter, 

1996) 

 

Osterwalder and Pigneur, (2010) points out that with a groundbreaking business model, a 

company can, as a consequence, change attitude and set new standards on the market. 

Looking closer at the company's processes that are carried out, both the patterns of innovation 

might arise but also new interesting patterns can be identified. For example, by combining the 

traditional strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT), a company can in a clear 

and an easy way analyze their work process, (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010). 

4.3 The importance of purchase  

 

Purchase has a very significant proportion of a company's total costs and thus involved in an 

increasing share of the total business. As the customers demand is becoming more complex, 

companies need to specialize more to be able to meet the market demands. The cause of this 

is that purchasing has become complex and the consequence is that the share of international 

purchasing has increased. One aspect in this matter is that the company as of today is focusing 

on obtaining less actors of the value chain, as it is time consuming to specialize in all 

components. This means a greater share for the suppliers. (Aronsson and Ekdahl, 2009) The 

distance to suppliers is getting further away and even if the purchase prices are generally 

lower there are the inconveniences such as currencies, exchange rates, and special regulation 

that add in. Another reason for the importance of purchase is that it directly affects the total 

result. To gain insight of how important a long-term cooperation with a supplier has to the 

purchase function is then another factor. An example of this can be the long-term 

collaboration with suppliers considering material flow, "Just-in-time deliveries," the 

information flow, or by cooperating in systematic development questions. (Gadde and 

Håkansson, 2009) The authors refers to Van Weele (2005) who argue that purchasing is 

accounted for more than half of a company's total expenses the in almost all industries which 

also shows the purchase sense strategic dimension and importance, (Aronsson & Ekdahl, 

2009). 

4.4 The purchase process  

 

The organizational principle- and design that a company chooses is of great importance for 

how the business is succeeding. If the purchase operation is conducted away from an area of 

its resources to be used, it is called a central purchase function. With a central purchase 

function there are mainly two advantages. Partly that coordination between different parts of 

the company is being facilitated against the supplier and partly to allocate the human 

resources in a more efficient way. In this way it becomes manageable when all are gathered in 

one place. But on the other hand, there is also a disadvantage that primarily lies within the 

internal communication. As the purchase function has a central position and often away from 

the production unit, it can easily cause a "those in production" and” us in the purchase office ” 

feeling instead of the purchase function working as an integral part of the business. Being 

responsible for purchasing is therefore great deal about communication, to communicate 

internally and externally with suppliers. Within a centralized purchasing department, usually 

division of labor is after product type. This means that there are different buyers that are 
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responsible for different product types or product groups. This allows the buyer to specialize 

within a limited area, as well as products and suppliers, (Gadde and Håkansson, 2009). 

 

Hedén and McAndrew (2005) are presenting the complete garment process of a fashion 

garment collection for a season, in their book. The process was explained as a product 

development and brand supplier, who didn’t own their own production units. Since different 

companies use different approaches, a general description was presented. The authors argue 

that for integrated retailers who drive their own garment process, they share the same 

activities with the exception of skipping the activity of selling to external retailers. As this 

report treats integrated retailers who drive their own garment process, a modified purchase 

process will therefore be shown according to Hedén and McAndrew (2005). A short 

description of each activity will also be presented.  

 
Figure 1. The purchase process (Kjelin, 2015) 

 

The purpose of Inspiration that is the purchase process first activity, intends to address the 

trends that will influence the fashion science about a year later. The design department search 

for inspiration in various ways among other things they plan trips, they go to exhibitions, they 

look at people in bars or restaurants and so on. After the design department has gathered 

inspiration, the so-called Concept meeting begins where the platform for the work of the 

coming season's collection is established. In this meeting, the thought behind and philosophy 

of the new collection is presented from the inspiration sourcing. Changes in the product 

strategy and eventual development projects are also being discussed. Moreover, the 

participants go through and analyze sales statistics from previous collections and also advise 

the size of the collection based on the level of sales that is expected. The question of what 

products that will be the season's big sellers are vented and the previous season's flops that 

one do not want to proceed with. One is discussing the commercial price structure and ensures 

that there are enough products in every price segment to create a broad price-mix. The aim or 

strategy is to maximize profits for the company's overall product portfolio. Sketching- and 

pattern construction for actual products are two parallel activities that starts up soon after the 

concept meeting. The buyer receives the finished product from design and pattern constructor 

and pass on all information to their producers, which in turn conveys the information to its 

subcontractors. This activity is called Sourcing suppliers. Usually the buyer indicates the 

target price of the product in order to set a frame for how much the product will cost in store. 

The Choice of supplier is mostly decided from the one who either meet- or are the closets to 

the given target price. Another important angle is what supplier who can achieve the purpose 

of the product given by providing the best development sample. The penultimate activity is 

placing the order of the product on which the communication between buyer and supplier 

must be clear throughout the production process. Quick decision and great flexibility are key 

factors during this activity. The last activity is consisted of Follow up the purchase order.  

Hedén and McAndrew, (2005) argue that the buyer must never release the control over their 

purchases. The monitoring is started soon as the order is placed and until the product life 

cycle is over in the store. Furthermore an analysis of the product is made in order to learn and 

take action from the sale. 
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4.5 The buyer 

 

As the consumer’s demand of goods and services gets more and more complex in the 

marketplace, the pressure gets higher on the suppliers and it also demands a greater expertise 

of the buyer, both on a technical and a commercial level, (Oskarsson, Aronsson & Ekdahl 

2009). According to Bruce and Daly (2006), a buyer should focus on relationship building, as 

well as interfacing effectively with core activities and management of a selection of suppliers.  

 

Many companies find that working with the purchase function is having low a status. To 

undertake, this could be partly due to the historical background. Since purchase has 

developed, for example through the financial activity, the work was considered as "keeping 

track of paper and so on". As purchase involves costs, it is seen as "necessary evil", were 

there are few companies that thinks of the work purchase as a merit. Although there are clear 

exceptions to this description, it is still relevant with regard of the historical background. The 

profession is not perceived as neither complicated or demand of expertise. Therefore, it is 

common that the buyer work in headwind when the organization requires additional resources 

or skill activities to the purchase operations. Additionally depending on how the individual 

has been trained before and been given the opportunity to specialize in their field, it affects 

how the purchase process will be carried out, (Gadde & Håkansson, 2009). 

 

Hedén and McAndrew (2005) also argue for the complexity of purchase for fast fashion. It 

has to do with the great and quick turns of the fashion environment, furthermore the many 

opportunities. The purchase profession requires having high intuition after which they must 

follow their instinct. The buyers have to keep a close eye on their budget, and dare to gamble 

on new styles, while they must not lose the keynote of the purchasing plan. Other 

characteristics including the buyers profession is that they must have a great skill for cost 

reduction and price negotiation and above all, to be a diplomatic communicator.  

4.6 The purchase process as a competitive strategy  

 

Purchase has changed from purely operational to a more strategic method, (Bruce & Daly, 

2006). There are many ways a company can chose to apply strategic advantages. Looking at 

the significance of purchase for a company, the function can contribute to be used as a 

competitive strategy. A company can work to find different types of solutions to technical 

problems or to improve the different flows. Cost hunting in the choice of supplier is also of 

great importance, in order to find the best supplier with the lowest cost. Furthermore, to 

analyze the long-term consequences to the companies purchase behavior, (Gadde & 

Håkansson 2009). Fernie and Sparks (2004) explain that a fashion company to be competitive, 

they must have a purchase strategy where the aim is to work towards the main marketing 

factors. This can be achieved by offering “in-time” products, to act quickly on trends by 

impulse purchase and to adjust rapidly on the high volatility of market demand.  

 

The apparel retailers are under a lot of pressure due to the changing conditions of the fashion 

industry. In order to maintain a strong position in the market, the most competitive actions for 

a successful purchase strategy are to desire low prices and flexibility within the design- and 

production process and fast speed to market, (Doyle, Moore & Morgan, 2006). Oskarsson, 

Aronsson and Ekdahl, (2009) argue that all customers should get the products they want, at 

the right place, at the right time, without it costing them too much money.  
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5 Method 
 

Given the purpose of this report, a qualitative approach was required that could respond to 

and obtain an understanding of how the purchase process is being executed for fast fashion 

retailing companies located in Sweden as of today.  

 

The framework for this study is used by the guidelines of grounded theory, which is told to be 

one of the most practiced approaches to qualitative research. The focus lies mainly on the 

analytic phases of research. Fischer, (2005) further describes the qualitative method as a 

reflective, interpretative and descriptive attempt to describe and understand the actual cases of 

participant’s occurrences and experience from appearing in a certain situation. The intention 

to call buyers with the most proficient view of this matter was to gain impartial angels to the 

research. Bryman and Bell, (2011) argue that words are interpreted instead of numbers as the 

most primary definition of the qualitative research method. The methodology contains a great 

amount of flexibility and dynamic and thus provides a great scope for empirical variations, 

observing the surroundings in a subjective way were the reality falls as an individual, social 

and cultural alignment. Moreover, the focus is on studying how humans perceive and interpret 

the surrounding reality, (Backman, 2010). 

 

Qualitative perspective 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Qualitative perspective (Backman, 2010, page 53) 

 

With the aim of this project, the approach and method will be inductive to draw generalized 

conclusions from observations of the respondent individuals, (Bryman & Bell, 2011). By 

interviewing buyers from different fast fashion retailing companies, the study will get a 

broader take on how working with the purchase profession and process actually appears to be 

from a wider perspective, than if the study would observe only one individual fast fashion 

company. The chosen method will acquire a flexible approach were the various experiences 

of each individual will be examined and interpreted, (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 

5.1 Research process 

 

A research process is performed by a systematic investigation involving searching, to collect 

and interpret information in order to develop an understanding for the subject in question, and 

to present a theory. The research design regards to plan how a project will be outlined.  

 

The research process of this report started off by a comprising general research overview 

where the fast fashion industry was investigated by studying literature of its topic. From that 

the purchase process and profession were identified and investigated. A research gap was 

found and relevant research questions were designed. The research methodology was chosen 

in consensus with the aim of the study, which moreover leads the research to the expert angle. 
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The literature reviewed has taken the consumers, suppliers and the organizations point of 

view were the actual buyer whom is working with the purchase process on a daily basis is 

missed. Therefore an investigation by interviewing specialists or so-called buyers was held 

were the empirical result could be offered as the interviews were completed. Thereafter an 

analyzation of the interviews could be made in co-relation of theory and result against one 

another. By utilization of the different steps mentioned and with the frame of the qualitative 

method, conclusions were established. Lastly, the future research suggestions could be 

provided.  

 

Research process 

 

 

Research questions 

 

Literature review 

 

Methodology 

 

Interviews 

 

Analysis discussion 

 

Conclusions 

 

Future research 

 

Figure 3. Research process (Kjelin, 2015) 

5.2 The selection of companies  

 
The chosen fast fashion companies were based on two criteria’s. The company had to be an integrated 

retailer who drives their own garment process. The second criteria were to make the selection non - 

probability which Merriam (1994) believes to be the primary method for a study of this character. The 

idea of this method is to identify the respondents within the company, were all have no recognized 

chance to get in the selection of the research. This is because the study requires individuals with 

expertise within the research area as the study invoke, (Christensen, Engdahl, Grääs & Haglund 2010). 

 
Twelve companies were contacted whereof seven chose to participate in this study. The companies 

selected were chosen by interest for the company. The idea of combining large and small fast fashion 

companies could contribute to a deeper understanding of how fast fashion companies in Sweden, at a 

general level, are working with the purchase process.  

5.3 The selection of respondents 
 

Since the research of this study required respondents who have insight and knowledge within 

the subject to be investigated, Christensen, et, al., (2010) claim that the selection of 

participants should be non – probability aligned with the selection of company.  

 

An expert for this report has been identified as a person with great knowledge of the purchase 

process, moreover who is working as a buyer with purchase of fast fashion retail garments. 
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Fischer (2005) agrees with the selection of company and respondents as it intends optimize 

the chances that the data and analysis will give meaningful answers to the research study. The 

respondents were contacted through email and telephone. I introduced myself as a student 

from the Swedish School of Textiles in Boras. I also explained that I was writing my master 

thesis on the subject of the purchase process for fast fashion companies located in Sweden. I 

was requesting a buyer from each fashion company to interview and after shown interest the 

participants were offered the interview to be held in person or by telephone.  

 

The intention of interviewing buyers or so-called experts were to fill the research gap, were 

they have contributed to the research by their opinions, insight and expertise. The aim and 

relevance of this thesis project will be to present the purchase process from a buyer’s 

perspective. Furthermore, to tell in their opinion what it is that makes the difference, working 

with the purchase process as a competitive strategy.  

5.4 Interviews 
 

Performing qualitative interviews, the aim is to answer the purpose of the study that was 

found in the investigation of the literature review. Backman (2010) argues that the interview 

as a method puts very high demands on the one who chooses to carry out this type of research 

perspective. It is the interviewer who is in charge and led the conversation, but also the 

respondent is responsible for the outcome of the interview, (Christensen, et, al., 2010). 
 
The interviews were performed from a semi-structured take were a list of questions, also 

known as an interview guide was conducted. This was performed in order to secure that 

certain topics were covered were and direct- and follow-up questions were designed 

according to Bryman and Bell, (2011). Moreover, to make sure that the respondents also have 

a great leeway, when they answer the questions, (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Qualitative 

researchers are not only interested in what the respondents say but they are also interested in 

how they say when they are answering questions.  

 

All interviews were recorded in order to create a relaxed interview climate, facilitate the 

compilation of the interviews and the value of having all the information correctly saved. 

Trost (2010) argues that by recording, it contributes to that a more faithful reproduction can 

be presented in the studies empirical result chapter. Another important aspect that Häger 

(2007) inform is that in the use of a Dictaphone the interviewer can give the respondent 

complete focus and to value their words. Although, when recording and transcribing the 

interviews, there were some advantages and disadvantages recognized using the procedure. 

One advantage was that it allows repeated investigations of the respondent’s answers. Another 

advantage were that the method allowed more thorough examination of what the respondent 

say and it also helps to correct the natural limitations of our memories. The disadvantages on 

the other hand were the fact that it was very time-consuming. Some respondents could even 

see the recording as off-putting, (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 

 

The respondent were offered when accepting to participate in this research, whether they 

wanted to be interviewed through telephone or in person regardless of if they were 

geographically accessible or not. The idea of this offer was to gain trust and comfort for the 

participant letting them chose where, when and how the interview were going to take place. 

This was done to increase the chances of achieving the most free flowing and most honest 

answers. Ekholm and Fransson (1992) argue that an interview should be held based on the 

respondent's conditions, when the respondent has time, and not feel stressed. Two interviews 
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were held face-to-face and five were held via telephone. Bryman and Bell (2011) argue that 

there are certain advantages with telephone interviews compared to face-to-face interviews. 

The first one is cost saving. Setting up a personal interview is costive as the time of traveling 

and structuring the interview, (Christensen, et, al., 2010). Besides, in order to catch ”hard-to-

reach” groups, telephone interviews are the most suitable. Additionally, if asking more 

sensitive questions it might be more effective if the interviewer is not present. Not to forget 

there are certain issues with the use of telephone interviewing in qualitative research as well 

were it is much easier for the respondent to call off an interview than in person. To pursue 

interview by the telephone does not give the possibility of observing body language or how 

the respondent react when the questions are being asked.  By the execution of a personal 

interview the researcher can build a trust for showing the participant that one has their full 

attention, (Backman, 2010).  

 

Notes were taken during the interview occasion in sense of following- up on statements that 

were made and also not to interrupt the expert when talking. The interviews were held in 

Swedish and after transcribing, they were translated to English, were the interviews are not 

literally reviewed. 

 

In order for the respondents not to correct their answers to what their employer would or 

would not agree on, it was explained that the answers would be handled anonymously. The 

interviews took 40-60 minutes. Five out of seven chose to have telephone interviews. Being 

reached to their mobile phone the respondent could be anywhere. For instance, one 

respondent was interviewed when walking home from work.  The respondents of this study 

prove the fact that it is less time consuming than scheduling a personal meeting. It will come 

to the reader’s attention that there is a great variety in the extent of the answers given by the 

experts. It could not be distinguished whether there were any differences between the 

telephone interviews or face-to-face interviews.  

5.5 The qualitative analysis 

 

Validity can be explained as in what extent the researcher has measured what was intended to 

be measured. The concept is divided in two; internal validity and external validity were the 

primary goal of internal validity is to find how well the examination is compatible with 

reality. External validity is pointing out the level of how generalizable the survey is. 

(Christensen, et, al., 2010)  

 

The active choice to combine large and small fast fashion companies, located in Sweden, 

were to contribute to a deeper understanding in a more general level. The choice of data 

collection technique, interview, was from the purpose of the study predetermined in and its 

potential to obtain deep insight and understanding of the selected objects of the study, 

(Merriam, 1994). As there are many authors and researcher that are and have been writing 

within this topic for over twenty years, rich and valuable literature could be found. The 

purpose of this report tends to analyze what is being said about a process in theory and how it 

is to actually work with this process on an everyday basis. Interviews that derive from 

qualitative data are also known as large unstructured textual material. The method is not 

straightforward to analyze as a quantitative data analyze where there are cleared-out rules for 

how it should be carried out. The framework of this study is made by using the guidelines of 

the grounded theory who Fisher (2005); Bryman and Bell (2001) claim is the most prominent 

approach to qualitative data analysis. Looking for indicators of categories to find 

consistencies and differences are the main approached from the grounded method. Reading 
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the empirical transcript many times followed by writing down impressions and thoughts were 

the first approach. To review the purpose of the evaluation focusing on specific topics and 

questions was the second approach. The third approach was to group the data by finding 

themes or patterns and structuring them into coherent sections, (Taylor-Powell & Renner, 

2003). 

5.6 Assessment of research  

 

As Christensen, et, al., 2010; Frost, 2010) argue that validity is a method of how well the 

investigation is compatible with reality, additionally how generalizable it is. The aim of this 

project is to explore the purchase process and what it is that makes a difference for a company 

to be competitive from a buyer’s perspective. Seven buyers gave their expertise and objective 

angels of their reality, as working with the purchase process is their everyday work. This 

report is therefore relevant as it contributes with new aspects to the fast fashion industry in 

Sweden. 

 

Taking the extern validity in consideration it shows on over all consistency were the answers 

from the experts regardless working in a larger or smaller fashion retailing company. The 

answers showed similar viewpoints even if the experts gave their knowledge based on their 

own experiences. As this research extends within the Swedish market the result could 

however be different if the review was performed with seven other experts from another 

country.  

 

Despite the fact that the value of this study is not determined whether it is repetitive or not, 

this study contribute the buyers’ different thoughts and approach of the work with the 

purchase process. This can be important for those who are interested in the work process that 

is increasing its share within the fast fashion retailing companies located in Sweden. Where 

the fashion industry has been and where it is going in the future. 

5.7 Delimitations 

 

This report will address the purchase process, from sketch to a final product were the delivery 

process will not be discussed. This decision is partly made due to time limitation and partly as 

it is considered as another process, with other activities conducted of shipping goods to 

physical distribution centers and stores.  
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6 Results 
 

This chapter will consist of giving a brief introduction of seven companies as the experts are 

representing. The introduction of each company is made by the experts moreover the 

presentation given of them. A compilation of the experts’ answers and interview questions 

will be presented.  

6.1 Presentation of companies  

 

Company A is one of the largest fast fashion retailing chains within the Nordic area. The 

company offers fashion for the entire family hence their main focus are women in mid-life. 

They are market leaders in Sweden for trousers in particular and they are listed as number 

three in Sweden in terms of market shares. The company is exciting on four sales markets and 

has approximately four hundred stores. It is a family business from the beginning but now a 

listed company. The company doesn’t own their own factories but cooperate with different 

suppliers, both from a far and near market. They have their own distribution center, which is 

adjacent to the company’s headquarter, from where they distribute to their all four markets.  

 

Company B is a fast fashion company who stretches worldwide with an approximately 

hundred stores. They are selling clothes to young women between fifteen to thirty years old. 

Company B was created by a couple of friends but later on became acquired from a listed 

company who can be associated to a chain.  

 

Company C is a small online-based company divided into two directions, which partly 

produce for their own web commerce and partly resells externally. The company’s target 

group is young men and women, from fifteen to thirty years old. Their main focus is street 

wear and the street culture that has taken the turn towards fast fashion. The company is a 

limited company but not a listed company. It was founded by a group of young men and 

several of them are still working in the company.  

 

Company D is the leading online retailing company within the Nordic area when it comes to 

apparels and fashion. The company is owned by an investment company. They have about 

twelve sales markets, where the main focus is on the Nordic countries.  Their target 

consumers are boys and girls about fifteen to thirty-five years old. Company D is selling 

everything from shoes, beauty-supply, accessories, to full collections, both with internal and 

external brands. There is a small head quarter and a small marketing office in another city 

located in Sweden.  

 

Company E is a listed company, also the leading company within Sweden of fast fashion 

clothes. They sell on approximately forty-three markets and have about fifteen hundred stores. 

Company E offers clothes for the entire family but their main focus is women between 

eighteen and up to forty years old.  

 

Company F has over 500 stores were 200 stores are located in Sweden. The company is 

listed and active on eighteen sales markets. They offer clothes to children and women but 

their main focus are lingerie. Their main target group are women in the ages of twenty-five 

and up but has increased their share of children’s wear.  
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Company G is from the beginning a family owned business but now acquired by a listed 

investment company. They sell women’s wear to women between eighteen and thirty-five 

years old. The company has five sales markets and approximately 185 stores within the 

Nordic countries and Germany. 

 

6.2 The respondents  

 

The experts who participated in this study have experience from the fast fashion industry and 

the purchase profession from five to eleven years. Their work experiences are from one and 

up to four companies. Each expert is responsible for and is working with three to eleven 

different product groups parallel to each other. The work in teams consisted of a buyer’s 

assistant, a designer, a designer’s assistant and a pattern maker.  

 

Since the participation was viable, mostly because of the anonymity offered, the experts given 

answers have been listed after the question given. Another thing to keep in mind when 

reading the answers is that they are not precise as they were translated from Swedish to 

English, however the content of the given answers are accurate. The answers have been 

summarized as the experts often included other subjects rather than the actual question. As the 

experts repetitively revealed themselves in the interviews, the appendix will not be accessible 

in this report. However, if the reader would have any questions or require taking a closer look 

of the given answers they are welcome to contact the author of this report for further 

information. 

6.2.1 Explain the execution of the purchase process within your company? 

 

A: The season begins with that our head of design is presenting the upcoming trends. New 

silhouettes, colors and materials are shown to secure the coming season. Based on the 

presentation, the buyer breaks the trend work down to an article plan that has been designed 

for the coming season. It is also discussed what products one wants to proceed or not to 

proceed with from the previous season. We discuss what styles that are still performing and if 

we want to make any updates for these styles. We address the news of the season towards our 

customer and based on these discussions, a rough plan is regulated. From the rough plan, 

sketches are made down to actual products. I prepare a seasonal plan of the quantities I would 

like to buy, thereafter an indication is sent to the production office, giving them a heads-up of 

what’s coming. Shortly after, a full request is sent out to the markets we believe to be suitable. 

It can even be done on a supplier level at times to secure the best price. The request is 

conducted of an approximate quantity, number of articles, sketches and patterns. The first 

sample arrives a while after and when we receive the garment the team takes a decision 

whether we would like to continue with the product or if we should drop it. If we continue 

with the product, we will send the required corrections to the production office. They will 

follow the corrections made and send a revised sample so that we can confirm that the 

purpose of the product is achieved and then place the order.  

 

B: It begins with research from the design department, followed by a trend presentation and 

an inspiration travel. After that we prepare a strategy for what we want to achieve with the 

upcoming season. The strategy is presented for the higher managers, in a so-called department 

meeting. This meeting mainly regards economy were I among other things present an 

estimation of budget. Actually that is my main task within my role. Then there are other parts 

of the purchase process that I work with such as product development, were we fit the 
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samples on a model. Furthermore, I look over different quality options, I quantify orders, and 

I analyze the price setting and build the assortment, all in combination.  

 

C: When working with the purchase process of our internal brand. One work much closer in 

season, about six months ahead and additionally build the assortment along the season. Partly, 

I am calculating the orders and partly we are sitting down with inspiration as well as we look 

through previous comparable season. We analyze what products that were selling that we 

would like to continue with for next season or not. Thereafter, the designer starts with the 

sketching and when the sketches are finished, they are handed-over to me on the buyer side 

and also to the pattern maker. We complete the package that will be sent out to one or two 

suppliers depending on the price or how much time we have.  Soon after the supplier has 

received our request, they send an estimated price based on how much it costs to manufacture 

the product. We compare the prices and ask for a sample from the suppliers who we believe 

can manage our request. Since we are a small company, we always have to place order before 

we get to see the first sample. Our product development starts after the order has been placed. 

 
D: We begin the season with a so-called start-up meeting, were we discuss what products that 
we believe in for the upcoming period. The designers’ starts sketching and when they are done, 
the sketches are handed over to the pattern maker and me. We send out the request to a couple 
of suppliers whom we believe are capable of producing the product to an affordable price. The 
product flow can be different depending on what kind of product it is. We receive some samples 
before we place the order and some samples arrive after the order has been placed. Generally 
we see the first samples before, especially when it regards specific prints, patterns or woven 
products. If we were placing order for a normal t-shirt, then we usually receive the sample after. 
If it is a simple product, then we ask for a pre-production sample or a counter sample as it is 
called. The deadlines are set after the product groups were different qualities have different 
lead-times. Moreover, also depending on where the production market is located.  
 

E: One could say that the purchase process is divided into three segments where planning is 

the first step, purchase is the second and to sell is the third step. The company adds quite an 

emphasis on the planning stage. The company I work for is very purchase driven were I build 

my own article plan. I decide for what products that is important for driving the sales and the 

designers gives their input on the smaller products that are important for the trend. The 

planning proposal is then presented to the manager and the economist, were we share a 

dialogue about how we look at the outcome. Together we finalize the budget before me and 

the team moves onto the purchase step. By this time it is quite clear how many articles and 

what type of articles that are planned for the collection. This is the foundation and aim of the 

seasonal purchase and selling. During the purchase phase, you work very close to the designer 

and as I said before, it is very purchase driven. When the designer hands over the sketches, we 

have already gone through the styles before. During the handover with the remaining team, 

we go through quantities, qualities and so on and full requests are sent out to the production 

office. The third and last step is to sell and in this segment we put a lot of focus on taking 

actions from what we see in the selling. The idea is to always ask the question “what actions 

do we take based on what we see?” We inform our manager and controller and receive their 

feedback for the suggested actions the day after. Thereafter we inform the suppliers what we 

needed to take action on. 

 

F: It always begins with the trend work. The designers analyze the environment, for example 

by travelling or watching fashion shows. Then they start their work identifying coming trends 

for the season. I begin my work in parallel to the designers were I together with the controller 

goes through the sales budget for the new season. I analyze and address sales and statistics on 
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product-type level. I look over what products, colors and silhouettes that were selling. I 

analyze price groups that we were selling the most of and so on. The designers’ trend work is 

also included in my budget plan. When my manager and controller have approved the budget, 

the building of the assortment starts. We purchase throughout the season and relate to the set 

framework. The framework is regulated for how our collection will look and what products 

we have planned. I build scales for how and when the clothes will arrive in the store. My 

designer and I usually travel by this time, collecting inspiration and buy inspiration samples. 

After that we sit down and the designer draws sketches of the garments we have bought which 

we send out to our production offices. The production office in turn, send out the requests to 

the suppliers and ask for samples. When we receive the samples we decide whether we like 

the product, or if we don’t like the product. If we don’t like the sample, we drop the request 

were the designer has to draw a new product, that we can send to the production office. If we 

like the sample but would like to make some adjustments, we send the corrections back to the 

suppliers. It becomes easier to set quantities and prices after we have seen a finished garment 

and it is also easier for the suppliers to manufacture the product we want. Lastly the products 

arrive to the stores and we begin to follow and take actions based on the tendencies we see 

from the sales. 

 

G: The first thing I do is analyzing the previous season sales before the designers’ starts up 

their trend work. We go through important phenomenon that they should have in 

consideration. We discuss the products we truly believe in and what price points we would 

like to focus on. The designer begins to sketch and the pattern maker constructs the 

measurement lists. Soon after that we send out the requests to the production office. 

Depending on which country the product is intended, a request is sent either to the production 

office or directly to the supplier. All the information is gathered within the request; the chosen 

quality, the quantity, the given target price and the approximate delivery date. When we 

receive the samples and prices, I look over the budget and provide my comments whether the 

offer is okay or not okay. Then the work with quality or price begins. If we get a sample offer 

that seems unreasonable or even an ugly sample, the product can be dropped. Then we have to 

start from the beginning again. If the sample is okay, we have a planning meeting and after 

that I inform the buyer’s assistant that in turn, place the order of the product. We always see 

the samples before we place the orders and the rest of the samples after.  

6.2.2 What are your tasks as a buyer? 

 

A: I always have to look over my shoulder in order to see what the competitors do. I need to 

be updated all the time with the trends and I also have to keep an eye of our customer. What 

other competitors she is visiting and so on. You have to always view your public surroundings 

in order to know what is going on around you. As a buyer, you are responsible to keep the 

team together, to make sure everyone is all right, that the teamwork is floating and that 

everybody is happy in the team. Moreover, to make sure everyone is keeping their deadlines, 

and is working towards set goals and is driving the product development. I as a buyer am 

foremost responsible for the entire collection that arrives in store along with the sales. I have 

to always analyze the sales in order to see where the potentials are. Not only within the own 

fashion area, but also to actively participate that the department and the whole company is 

going towards the right direction. I have to act for the company’s best interest and as a whole 

of the collection. I have to observe the social media forums and communicate with the 

customers from those social platforms. Lastly I need to work closely with the marketing 

department to bring the aim of visual outlook for the products and to know how to 

communicate with our customer.  
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B: My task as a buyer is to present our main strategy in the department meeting. I work a lot 

with the economy in order to set the ground plan of the season. Moreover, to be the one in the 

group who tie everything together, as the project manager of the group. I support or inform 

the team how they should prioritize their work by identifying the main focus, the most 

important orders, or what samples that should be prioritized in fitting.  

 

C: I’m involved in everything. I can be from giving my opinion in fitting, to helping someone 

from the marketing department with a product description. However the main point is that I 

have the final responsibility of the department group.  I need to make sure that everything 

arrives on time and that the selling is followed. I have the budget responsibility, to follow up 

and take actions. I have to make sure that the designers are doing their sourcing on time. 

Additionally, that all the products with good sales history are covered so the money is coming 

in as planned. I also have to dare to let go of the products that have not performed so well. 

With other words, I follow the entire chain, from sketch to a finished product.  

 

D: My mission as a buyer is to find the right product, to the right price and in the right time. I 

have a budget every month that I will fill with products from the different department groups 

that I am working with. I also have a margin demand that I must meet so the company can 

make money from the products that I am responsible for. Since the team is so small, 

consisting of a buyer’s assistant, a designer and me, I also work with the product 

development. I do everything today. I purchase everything except for beauty supplies.  

 

E: Working as a buyer in a large company, my role becomes the spider in the web. For this 

company, the buyer is the person who will drive the team forward towards the common and 

set goals. One must clearly convey what the aim is for the department group. It lands on the 

buyer’s shoulders just because they ultimately carry responsibility for the sales. The tasks you 

have specifically goes under, the planning, the buying and the selling stage. The main tasks 

within the planning stage are to set an article frame, a budget and an identification of the top 

products. You conveyed to the designer what phenomenon’s that are important and what 

products you would like to carry on with. Within the purchase stage the task is to try to 

achieve the best deal through securing a good price and assortment mix. Also to ensure that 

there is a great flow in the product life cycle and the Boston matrix so that one has an idea of 

why you are doing. The selling stage involves to constantly be on your toes, to be responsive 

to what products that sells or not and take actions onwards. You got to have a lot of intuition 

as well. That is extremely important.  

 
F: My tasks are mainly to analyze sales and plan the collection. The fact that the designers 

usually have a numerous of fantastic ideas is great but I on the other hand, also have the 

responsibility to adjust the assortment for what we actually sell and what our customers want 

to see in the store. For example, if the color yellow is a big color for the season and I know 

that it is very important that we have it for the trend; I might choose to purchase a few 

different products in yellow. Nevertheless, I also need to make quick decisions, as in to decide 

whether if we should proceed or if we should stop and change something. I would say that it 

is problem solving all the time.  
 

G: I as a buyer am responsible for our budget and sales of the department group. I am the 

team leader but without personnel. I set deadlines for the team and inform them if something 

comes up and make sure everything is running smoothly. I give an estimation of the budget I 

would like, and design a ground plan comparing the previous year, in a so-called planning 
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tool system. When the ground plan is designed, I present it to my manager and further the 

senior managers. I receive the budget from them and continue the planning were it becomes 

more accurate, going down to product level. We follow up the assortment and selling each 

month to ensure that there is a good flow and that the gross profit is valid.  

6.2.3 What is the main focus and challenges working as a buyer working with 
the purchase process? 

 

A: I have to match all variables in the design of the right product, the right place, the right 

time and to the right price. I am the one who tells our target customers what they should want 

before they know that they want it. That is the most important thing and it contributes to the 

customer value. The product is not only what one sees; it is also communicating a feeling. It 

becomes three dimensional to give the best profit margin for the company. Another important 

focus is to secure the best quantity so there won’t be a lot of stock to lose money on. A 

company should have a customer profile and to be aware of what kind of style the customer is 

interested in. To have material knowledge is important and to know what supplier who will 

offer the best price and product. I must analyze numbers and sales history to be able of 

knowing what type of volume I dare to place. Keeping an eye on the competitors and finally 

how the product is delivered and how well is it visualized in the stores.  

 

B: The most important thing in the purchase process is to follow the sales and to have a vision 

onwards. At the same time, it is also very important to not get locked. One should be creative 

with the assortment and the products. I look over in and out prices in combination in order to 

form an idea of what I believe we should charge for our products. This is done on a product 

level as well as on a total seasonal level. I plan the assortment and I have a lot of quality focus 

down to style level as well. Another challenge is to find out what I want with the season, how 

we are going to change the collection. How we can be flexible without getting locked to a 

ground plan. Everything can change, for example by following the sales. Key factors are to 

follow sales and implement these thoughts. In order to get a comprehensive overview of what 

we did well or what we did poorly. Working as a buyer, one must be business minded and try 

to think from the customer’s perspective. For example, what would this young girl agree to 

pay for her knitted sweater or what is important for our customer?  

 

C: I think that the most important thing is to be great at solving problems as well as being 

business minded. The buyer needs to have knowledge about the company’s markets and what 

supplier that is good at what. Furthermore, you must know your prices and be able to 

negotiate. As you see there are many things to have in mind. All this is coming from deadlines 

were I must know what to do and when to do it, no one else will. Furthermore, to view the 

outer factors of what is going on and what is to be. I need to convey the vision for what we 

believe for our customers and to bring the potentials form the existing assortment. Lastly, 

always think about the money. View what you have, watch competitors, and always be open-

minded. When it comes to the financial question, one must look at the tendencies, make 

conclusions, check fashion shows or watch people walking down the street. To be aware is the 

most important thing.  

 

D: As my task has been to start up these internal brands for the company, my biggest focus 

relays in to create new products. Moreover to define and understand who our customer is. 

Right now, my job is to find the right product to the right customer. As this brand is 

completely new, I have not dared to buy too high quantities. I have been struggling to find 

suppliers who also accept the low volumes that I would like to place. I have two suppliers, 
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since a while back whom I have once again reached out to and made contact with. As they 

know me from back then, they have been very helpful, so the collection of supplier portfolio 

have become better. Taking that in consideration, it is important that I get full support and 

understanding from my managers, as I cannot reach the demands put on my work right now. I 

can’t place an order where I would like as placing small quantities in Asia for example, it gets 

super expensive to manufacture and ship to Europe. The collection has recently gone live and 

from now on, it will be easier to follow the sales and to product develop from there. Placed 

orders until now are based on intuition along with what the other external brands have sold for 

similar products.  

 

E: The most important thing to do is to identify the biggest products for the upcoming season 

in an early stage. It is simultaneously also the hardest thing to do. If you have the foundation, 

you have a lot to stand on when you get further into the season. I had a product, which 

accounted for twenty-five percent of the sales in one of my previous department groups and of 

where one can think of the idea 80/20. If I focus on this product, I have made a quarter of my 

job. Therefore, I believe that it is important from the purchase side to secure these products. 

Furthermore, I also think that it is important to design the set goals in actual terms, further to 

write them down on a paper and into a budget. One might think that it seems a little square to 

do so but I am trying to see it more as a tool, to communicate what the strategy and goal is for 

this product group. It becomes clearer when the work involves so many different functions. 

Nevertheless, it requires quite a lot of work for me to put it into words on a paper. The first 

strategy is the foundation to all the other work.  

 

Another important thing is to constantly be on your toes and never lean back. To constantly be 

questioning, searching and thinking, is this the best product, is this the best we can do, will the 

customer will love this product. If the other team members feel so and so about a product, 

then the outcome will not be good in the store either. It is really important that one dares to 

speak their minds.   

 
F: The most important thing is to take quick decisions and feel comfortable to do it. It is also 

of great importance to see the whole picture of the collection. Nevertheless, price compression 

and to keep track of in- and output prices in order to decide what a product is worth. It is also 

important to keep an eye on who the customer is and to see what the competitors are doing. It 

is very important to dare letting go of old products and try new products in order to not bet 

safe all the time.  
 

G: I would say that the main tasks are divided into two areas. The first one is the business 

acumen were we have great contact towards our supplier. This is important if you want a good 

working relationship, in other words, a give and take relationship. The second part is the 

assortment- and budget planning. I need to make sure that we have the right product, at the 

right prices and the right quantities.  

6.2.4 If you could influence the purchase process in order to become more 
competitive, what would you do? 

 

A: I believe that within a company, a team and a role, it is very important to have a clear 

process. To be able of following this process, from sketch to final product in store, there must 

be tools and all employees must know of these tools. It has to be extremely important to know 

what the purpose is for the tools and the process. Usually there are many buyers within a 

company with a lot of information and the information should be presented in across-team 
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meetings as trading experiences and knowledge although the working role is the same. Even, 

to share this information between teams, department or the whole company, depending on its 

size. To get the opportunity of traveling, I know it is a great cost factor for companies today, 

were a lot of them have cut down their travels but I think it is of extremely important to know 

your markets and your suppliers to facilitate the process and corporation. This is after all to 

gain more knowledge, understanding and to achieve a better relationship with the supplier 

onwards. It also provide more benefits when negotiating for a good price. Then there is the 

idea of 80/20 were twenty percent of what you do usually stand for eighty percent of the input 

to the company when it comes to the financial issue. To clarify what I am saying, one should 

focus on what makes a difference first. I know it might sound easy but it is actually harder 

than you think. This is essential were we all need to speak the same language of the work 

demands, changes and updates. I also think it is important to have long- and short-term goals 

to work towards and the framework needs to be very clear. It might sound static but once you 

have the framework, then you are free to be as creative inside those frames as you want. If 

there is a framework, the focus will be directed towards the right things which also secure the 

profitability.  

 

B: If you work as a buyer in a fast fashion retailing chain were the main focus is on sales, 

quickly in and quickly out, I think it is difficult to influence the purchase process. However if 

you work in a company were the concept is to work more towards long-term and sustainable, 

for example outdoor clothing, then I think is easier to influence and efficient the purchase 

process. In general, to facilitate, one thing could be to increase the share of products. Then 

you are able to work with the buying process in a more thorough way and maybe come up 

with even better strategies and choices at an earlier stage. Another consequence could be to 

have less extra work afterwards. I do think it is difficult to change or influence the purchase 

process when working in a retail chain company.  

 

C: To make the purchase process more efficient I would split the buyers so that you only 

work with one concept. That would consist of only working with one timeline instead of two 

as of today when I buy both internal and external brands. If we look at the backside of it, it 

would require a lot from the buyers who must know everything and we are so few in our 

company.  

 

D: If I were to look away from all the extra work that I do today, I would say that my role is 

very free. I am assigned with a lot more own responsibility compare to previous workplaces. 

This has become a great efficiency time wise as I have the authority to make all decision by 

myself. On previous companies that I have worked, the purchase process was more led from 

higher positions. Today I can do the same amount of work in one day as I got done in a whole 

week before. Therefore I don’t think there is anything with the purchase process where I work 

today that needs to be improved. I feel pretty confident for my board and my manager. It is a 

pretty good company to work at.  

 

E: I believe in a tight team that feels very in sync. To work more with the idea of 80/20 and 

trust that everyone in the team knows what they are doing and know their work. Moreover, to 

be able to distinguish what actually makes a difference by having a clear method of how we 

should work. I think activities should be marked out for the entire season, in order to create a 

structure and for everyone to feel that they know what they are doing. We had a workshop 

were we talked about the handling of samples. They had measured an average of how many 

samples we receive in our department per week. These were product developments which 

everyone in the team are working with. It turned out that only about fifty to sixty percent were 
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something that ultimately ended in store. If we had been more selective at an earlier stage and 

had time to discuss and questioned the purpose of the product, we would only have worked 

three days out of a week instead of five days out of a week. Two days of the week, we worked 

on products that never ended in our stores.  

 

F: We are constantly working to simplify and efficient our work method.  It feels like it is an 

ongoing effort since we have different projects around it, were many colleagues are sitting 

down with designers and buyers and develop the systems that we work in. Furthermore, we 

try to release as much responsibility we can to the production offices we have in place. So I 

would say that everything is very organized, we have a logistics department, we have 

controllers and who also sit and monitors our sales.  

 

When it comes to coordination of the assortment and coming together with different 

departments groups, there is a lot to do. To coordinate both in terms of collection and pattern 

wise, it is mostly about communication between different department groups. There usually 

arises conflicts and this is something we could work on to make the purchase process of 

corporate collections across departments more efficient.  

 

G: Above all, it is about communication. To reduce the time to get through a decision 

between managers and senior managers would help to have a better flow within the purchase 

process.  

6.2.5 Since your started working with purchase, what are your thoughts 
regarding the development of the purchase process? 

 

A: Since I started working with the purchase function, I believe that the framework of how to 

work with the purchase process has become clearer. I have worked in companies were the 

framework has been missing and it has been quite difficult as it has required a lot from me. In 

one company that I use to work, I got to participate and develop their own work method. It 

was an incredible experience to be a part of. To design a process of how I would like to 

purchase in the best possible way, were the mission and to go back to the old way of 

purchasing. With other words, the buyer needs to be an expert of the market, know the 

suppliers very well, share great knowledge for materials, to know on one’s five fingers what 

product that are to be made. What, when, how, to the best price, best quantity, the best apparel 

and feeling. The purchase profession today requires a tremendous amount of attention in 

social media, which continuously needs to be up to date. A company needs to achieve all the 

demands put from all angels and it is important to hold on to the own intuition regardless of 

what direction or framework you have. For the company where I work today, the tools that I 

mentioned earlier are missing and it becomes very difficult and heavy to work. The intuition 

is not enough, so a framework is very much needed.  

 

B: It has become more work in terms of bigger collections, more products and the focus of 

news value on a frequent basis. The greater workload makes it more complex and hard to 

handle the purchase process. But at the same time, there are more control functions for 

example economists that support us in order to handle the work. The whole purchase process 

has become larger, both as a function and within the company were more work and 

responsibilities have been put on my shoulders. If we were to look at the clothing industry, 

from when I first started to work with purchase, a lot has happened. Before it was more the 

concept of once you’ve made the bed; you must to lie in it. At that time, if you bought a 

collection, it was what it was. When the order was placed, it was not possible to change 
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anything. When I look at the companies that I have been working at, the purchase process 

does not differ too much but I believe as of my current job, it is more developed were the 

computer systems are better, there is more economic support, and everything is faster in a 

way. We work with a Code of Conduct in this company. Where I have worked before they 

didn’t have that.  

 

C: It has become more responsibility with time. There is more responsibility were I am 

responsible for that everything is on track. That is a lot of responsibility within different areas. 

As a buyer you also share responsibility for the surroundings, were you can’t push the prices 

too much as the money will be taken from somewhere else in the supplier side. The purchase 

profession is consisted of responsibility as well as to be aware of different conditions 

elsewhere then just at the office you are working.  

 

D: If I would think of the purchase process in itself, I think it is very different depending on 

what company you work at. The company culture, how the structure is built and even what 

individuals that are sitting on the different positions. When I worked as a buyer, seven years 

ago, we worked in a team who bought the whole collection for a brand. We were a team of 

five people and it was a very easygoing way of working. But when the same company made a 

re-organization, I went from purchasing brands to purchase department groups and that made 

everything so much harder for the buyers. The purchase process all of a sudden became stiff 

and squared. Instead of having a contact with one designer you got between four up to eight. 

It is hard to tell whether things have become easier or not within the nine years that I have 

worked as a buyer. About eight years ago, there were computers and emails then as well so in 

that matter there is no difference. But then again, today we have access to purchase systems 

on the computer who efficient the work. You don’t sit and work in the ”Excel-files” anymore, 

you are working in developed systems were you place the orders, so of course that helps. I 

would say that the biggest difference, along the years and the different companies has been 

the level of own responsibility and the company structure.  

 

E: I think it has changed very much. If you think about how it was before, one did not have 

the resources or tools to be as quick as we are today. It has a lot to do with globalization, for 

example the Internet, computers, telephones, everything that makes it possible for us work in 

the way we do. Before, you might have travelled down to your supplier, or faxed a sketch. 

Then you could not work like this, good and bad, and then it became very difficult to change 

anything. We're very flexible today that we can change a product for so long. Therefore we 

never really need to be satisfied and it creates more work for ourselves. I think that you lose 

the essence of daring faith, and courage to invest and just to go for it. I also believe that there 

must be a backlash at some point to this as the customer becomes more and more aware. 

Sweden is a very enlightened country, so I think that our consumers have an understanding of 

that the environment gets affected and that working conditions may not always be optimal in 

the factories. I would say that it is more standardized now than it was before. 

 

F: The work has changed a lot since the last two years. Before, we sat down and negotiated 

with the supplier who came to visit us about three times a year. Then the buyers were the face 

out of the company, but it has become more design -driven now than it was before. Then it 

was the buyers who were in charge but now it has gone a bit more about the designs doing 

quite a lot more of the work that we use to do before. Now the designers bring the samples 

and they also stand for the indication and what quantity it should be and they make them in 

consultation with us buyers. Before, it was much higher workload for us buyers than it was 

now. Furthermore, the number of products has also been reduced. We work more towards that 
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we want to see samples before we place orders, as we did not do before. That is for us to 

become more confident of the product, price, quantity and order. It is also to make the process 

go faster. When I started as a buyer, we had no idea what kind of sample to expect in return. 

We could send out a sketch and a measurement list and when we received the sample, about 

three weeks later it was not at all as we had imagined and then we had to start over and lost a 

lot of time.  

 

G: A lot has happened and I believe we can still influence our work in quite a large extent, 

but it was more freely when the company was family owned. The aim has been to standardize 

it more and it is something we still work with, depending on the structure and different issues 

addressed. We purchase differently now. Before, we bought an entire group of products, all 

woven garments for example and the planning now looks very different were we purchase 

everything within a concept moreover, like a collection.  

6.2.6 How do you see the fast fashion industry in Sweden as of today and in 
the future? 

 

A: From the outside, I would say that Swedish companies in general are very successful. The 

Swedish companies and the fashion industry is successful.  We have many strong brands in 

Sweden who has reach international recognition. We have H & M, Acne etc. It is great to 

work in an industry were there are strong operators who have established themselves 

internationally. We have the fashion retailing chains, H & M, Lindex and Kappahl who are 

the leaders within their area and there is some anxiety I think, among the actors who are not in 

the top. I think there is uncertainties were they don’t believe in themselves. Other 

entrepreneurs are very independent however. Take for example Acne who has developed a 

jeans brand and become a fashion-miracle in Sweden. Also smaller brands have reached 

international recognition as Ann-Sofie Back. Sweden is cocky and it’s successful with both 

big and small actors and you cannot be other than proud. Swedish actors have a stamp about 

the Swedish style, that you are ”right and proper” within the Scandinavia countries, which is 

fantastic!  

 

B: I think it is very easy to lose the soul. That everyone should have all of everything. You 

cannot miss anything. The clothes are almost as thrown out from the shops, in a way that it 

feels like the clothes are just throw away and without being thoughtful. If it’s cool to wear a 

red t-shirt, then everybody must buy a red t-shirt, and then you use it for a couple of months 

until it’s not cool anymore cause then you need to buy a blue t-shirt instead cause that is the 

new red, the color of the season. I believe the way people are dressing, that it is without 

feeling. The feeling got lost somewhere along the road. It is like I said before; fast fashion is 

just quick in- and quick out. A product is supposed to sell for a short moment until something 

new will take over.  

 

C: I think we are quite many talented fast fashion companies on the Swedish market, although 

competing for the same customer were it generates great competition especially for women’s 

swear. Menswear is not as much competition I believe. And as for the women swear, it is 

obviously very many customers were everything is increasing which makes a strong market. 

If you go for an inspiration trip in Europe, the Swedes have a good stand of the fast fashion 

title. However along with the expansion there is an issue were everything becomes cheaper 

and cheaper and it will reach an end at last. Why, is because we are consuming so much and 

the questions are, where does it all go? Let’s say you are going out on a Friday night, instead 

of buying lunch you might as well buy a jersey top as the prices now days are about the same.  
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D: What I like with the difference that I have seen in the fashion industry in Sweden until 

today is that even if the main idea is to sell as much clothes as possible, I get the feeling that 

companies within the segment of fast fashion thinks one step further. We are a step further 

when it comes to environment and sustainability. I believe this is a must if the company’s 

wanted to survive the market in the future. Right now in our company we only work with 

factories that are certified by other companies, which means that they should have the right 

working conditions. Although if the factories have been certified by these companies, one can 

still discuss whether the minimum salary is okay in some countries or not. In general, the 

fashion industry as a phenomenon feels quite good. But then there are always antitheses, 

which are good. For example it can be people who work with second hand clothing, against 

the fast fashion industry. I am happy that the companies are taking a larger responsibility and 

not only have the idea of selling a top for forty-nine Swedish crowns. It’s actually a hard 

question to answer as I am working in the industry.  

 

E: One sees quite clearly that there are the major chains that have the muscles and can offer 

clothes quickly and to very low prices. This has knocked out many smaller brands and shops. 

Everything becomes more and more one-way, as it goes faster and faster and the prices are 

only going to be pressed further. Fast fashion is what it is, one is quick to see trends, to be 

able to see what others are doing and be able to make their own interpretations of it. I not only 

think so of Sweden but also in general. It does not matter to which European city you travel, 

but you have roughly the same companies there. We in Sweden have become so good at 

offering news all the time in the shops to our customers and at very low prices. Once the 

company has started doing it, it is also very hard to stop and it feels like more and more 

companies catch on and do the same. As the customer requires a novelty, we must constantly 

update ourselves because that is what we have offered them. It is obvious that the customers 

get used to what they get. And companies do not really dare to break out and then it becomes 

like a vicious spiral. I wonder where is this going to end. How low can we push the prices? 

How fast can it go and worship to the expense of what? In a way, I think it's really fun and 

amazing that it can go so fast. But on the other hand in the expense of something else when 

one compromise a little too much.  

 

F: I feel, as there are two forces. Partly it's the whole H & M and IKEA - culture of Sweden 

that it has to be so incredibly cheap and that one should shop very often. I as a private 

customer am also a part of this culture but at the same time, if I think about it from a job 

perspective, I get furious. I get furious that the smaller companies constantly have to adapt to 

it. If a customer should buy a t-shirt to their child, then you know you can get a t-shirt for 

forty-nine Swedish crowns at H & M, which makes you think that all the other places are 

quite expensive. It will be the benchmark for what a t-shirt is actually worth. It means that we 

must constantly stretch out as much as we can in order to meet this low price demand, to have 

customers come to us as well. The other side of this is that we stand for our design in 

Scandinavia and we have our own style up here, which is attractive for other countries as 

well. We can stand for a design and quality that is completely unique. It's an exciting industry 

to work in because you are very proud of the design traditions and the Swedish brands which 

is cutting edge. But it also makes it quite challenging. We must stand for a stunning design 

while we're having low prices. It is a challenge thus also very exciting to work on such a large 

company that I do, were you are allowed to work with many different types of products. 

 

G: One thing that is quite frustrating are the low prices. Everything else is increasing in price. 

Then the companies get to pay for the fact that the factories get a minimum salary although 
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the customers cannot see themselves paying more. All the work to get better qualities and 

circumstances, it is contradictory.  

6.2.7 Any other comments concerning these topics?  

 

B: I am not giving an embellished picture of this; the purchase profession is very stressful. 

But I would also like to add that it’s very exciting, challenging and fun. Its inspiring that you 

get to go and see places in the world and learn about other cultures in that way. But I do think 

one have to be aware of that it is not just flashy, it can be stressful to deal with large sums of 

money. I think its fun to work with creative people. When you work with purchase, you must 

be prepared to adapt to quick changes. Other than that I believe there is a lot to learn within 

the purchase profession, as it is generally the same in the real life, things are not always set in 

stone.  
 

C: The hardest part is that you never know whether you are right or wrong until afterwards, 

especially when you have placed an order, you can just sit there and dwell and dwell but in 

the end you just have to let it go.  

 

D: I have always had and still have the philosophy of this industry and this profession that " It 

is just clothes." If would take five decisions that were wrong, well at least no one dies they 

could if a surgeon took the wrong decision. I'm not stressed as a person, I make mistakes and 

when I do, I learn from it. Even if I have worked as a buyer for nine years, I still make 

mistakes and one must be allowed to do so. If you don’t make mistakes, you are not going 

forward either. I have always tried to get my team-members on the companies that I work to 

share my philosophy. Then there is unfortunately quite a few in our industry who takes the job 

so seriously that it becomes overwhelming were they have to go home on sick leave due to 

stress. No one dies from doing wrong or if something is not selling for a certain period. Then 

you just have to do it over and do it right.  

 

E: Purchase is a rather complex profession. There are so many elements in this profession and 

you have to like so much more than just clothes. You must be able to take setbacks for this 

profession, as it is measurable. You constantly have a figure in the form of sales on how you 

and your team have performed and in order to handle it, you have to be pretty tough. There is 

so much more than the product hanging in the shop, in the end, and I think it's really 

important to have an understanding of when one goes into this work. I think one can get the 

impression that the profession is much fluffier and cooler than it actually is and it is not 

enough to love fashion even if that’s one of the core stones.  

 
F: A recurring thing that I think many people talk about in the industry are the female 

domination of this profession and hence salaries. When comparing buyers in other industries, 

for example if one were a buyer of screws at Volvo, our salaries are very low. If you work at 

these larger fast fashion companies, one has very large sales budgets and very much 

responsible as a buyer. It is quite special that it is that way. But then this profession is fun and 

there are so many women who educate themselves within this profession and therefore they 

might get away with the low salaries. There are not so many purchase vacancies actually in 

relation to how big the companies are. A lot of temporary positions all the time and it's a bit 

sad that there is. I believe that we have a lot to work on here.  

 

G: I like to work as a buyer were I get to work in a creative environment and with a process 

and in a team.  
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7 Analysis and discussion 
 

This chapter will present an analytic interpretative of the experts answers collected from the 

empirical review. These answers will be compared, interpretative and discussed versus the 

theoretical frame of reference. It will be consisted of four sections; The current purchase 

process, The main focus for a buyer working with the purchase process, The purchase process 

as a competitive strategy and The future development of the purchase process. Through this 

chapter, the aim is to understand and describe a general take of the experts view as the 

purpose of this thesis project.  

7.1 The current purchase process 

 

Harrison and Van Hoek (2002) highlights the key question of the supply chain design to be 

what kind of strategy to apply in order to provide the best customer offer. When given the 

explanation of how the purchase process appears in each of the experts companies, the 

answers were various extended. To interpret the experts’ answers regarding how the season 

begins, one can divide these answers into two perspectives, purchase-driven and design-

driven. Whether the company was purchase or design driven had nothing to do with the size 

of the company as both were found in each perspective. Three experts pointed out that the 

seasonal start was done by a trend-presentation conducted by the design department. After the 

given trend-presentation, the experts looked over their article plan, deciding what products 

they would like to proceed with or not from the comparable period the year before. This part 

was included in the other experts’ start-up meeting. The other four experts argued that they 

began the season with a start-up meeting were they looked over the previous year’s sales of 

the comparable period and decided from there what existing products to carry over. The 

second step was to provide different guidelines for their designers to follow when they started 

their trend work. Héden and McAndrew (2005), also present the seasonal start with a trend-

presentation, followed by a concept meeting or as the experts would say a start-up meeting. 

Having the two perspectives in mina, one could interpret that the authors presented their 

purchase process from a design driven perspective.  

 

After the trend-presentations and start-up meetings, the experts designed a so-called rough 

plan containing an article plan and a budget, which was either made by the expert or given by 

the controller. When the budget had been compromised and approved, the work continued 

into a more detailed activity. Héden and McAndrew (2005), agrees with the importance of 

settling a rough plan as the strategy over all is to maximize the profits for a company's overall 

product portfolio. These start-up meetings could also be considered as a strategy were one 

have designed a long-term plan, based on fundamental principles, driving strengths and the 

inveterate attitudes, (Harrison & Van Hoek, 2002).  

 

When the designers have finished their sketching of actual products, they hand over their 

sketches to the buyers and pattern makers. Soon after, the buyer or buyer’s assistant send full 

requests to either suppliers or production offices. These requests consists of relevant product 

information as; a sketch, a pattern for the product, a measurement list for the product and an 

approximate quantity based on how many articles that were planned for the product. Hedén 

and McAndrew (2005), explain that a target price usually is given to set a frame for how 

much the product would cost in store, but only one expert mentioned this in the result chapter. 

To indicate a target price for a product, one could think that it should profit the company in 

the choice of supplier as it would facilitate the negotiation of price. One expert argued that an 
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indication was sent as a ”heads-up” in advance so that the production office knew what to 

except before the full requests were sent. Both experts and researchers have confirmed the 

importance of communication within the purchase process in order to obtain an efficient work 

flow and to maintain good partner relationships.  

 

Sending out requests was done by the experts in various ways. Four experts sent their requests 

directly to their supplier or suppliers and the three other experts sent their request to their 

company’s production office in order to find the most suitable market. One could interpret 

that the larger companies are working towards production offices, which in turn is looking for 

the best supplier and that the smaller companies are working directly towards a few different 

suppliers. This assumption is made from a view point were working towards a production 

office, located near the suppliers factories probably would be a costive function.  

 

Obtaining good supplier relationships is another important factor when the aim is to secure 

prices, placed orders, deliveries, products, or if something would happen in a late stage. One 

might wonder what approach that is obtaining the closest or best relationship with the 

supplier. Two experts discussed this issue. Does one think that it is better to have an 

intermediary as a local production office or will there be a closer cooperation if the buyers 

work directly towards the suppliers? One would assume that smaller companies have closer 

relationships with their suppliers. On the other hand, despite their close relationship, larger 

companies can compete by placing bigger orders. This could mean that the relationship in the 

end still can get affected. Oskarsson, Aronsson and Ekdahl (2009); Bruce and Daly (2006) 

shares another opinion. They argue that the main reason for maintaining a good relationship 

with the supplier is foremost due to the complex marketplace. They claim that greater 

expertise gets required for the buyers and that the pressure gets higher for the supplier. The 

buyers should focus on relationship building, as well as interfacing effectively with core 

activities and management of a selection of suppliers.  

 

As this study is treating Swedish fast fashion companies, all companies can be considered as 

central purchase functions, (Gadde & Håkansson, 2009). The authors explain that a central 

purchase function is often located away from the production unit, it can easily cause a gap of 

"those in production" and” us in the purchase office" instead of working as one company. 

Communication is therefore essential for the buyers as they are responsible for the purchase 

process.  

 

When the suppliers has given their price of how much it would cost them to manufacture a 

product, the experts choose what supplier they would like to continue working with. This is 

primary based on the given prices. Hedén and McAndrew (2005) points to another important 

thing in the choice of supplier and it is how well the product is made. All experts argue that 

they purchase during the season as well, were the aim is to get the product in store as quickly 

as possible. It could be a fashion tendency that one wants to act on or it would be a repeat of a 

product that has over performed selling wise. When purchasing speed products in season, the 

closest markets seems to be the choice regardless of the price. This also points out to the 

disadvantage for the suppliers located far away. They get affected if a company in Sweden 

would need a quick repeat for a product were the company would turn to a supplier to their 

market and in turn can meet the requested speed better. One expert described that based on the 

different purchase methods, the choice of supplier could be particularly done from price or 

time. Hedén and McAndrew (2005) agrees with the experts in the importance securing the 

price, as the aim is to have a broad price-mix commercially towards the customers, also 

considered as a strategy to maximize a company’s profit. 
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After the choice of market and supplier, the first samples are being produced to be sent to the 

purchase offices. In general all the experts receive their first samples before they place the 

order but there were some exceptions. One expert claimed that due to being a small company, 

they receive their first samples after they had placed the order. Another expert explain that in 

general, they get all their first samples before they place the orders, but also due to the 

complexity of the product. If it was a simple product they could place order first and receive 

the sample after. However, all experts advocate that it facilitates their work to see a physical 

product. The reason is to secure the order and how much they believe in the product, in terms 

of how many articles and how much quantity per article one would like to place. Four experts 

explain that after they had seen a first sample, who they were convinced would reach the 

purpose of the development; they’d place the order and start the product development.  They 

send the corrections of how they would like to improve the sample and ask for a revised 

sample. Another expert agrees and highlight that it also becomes easier for the supplier to 

continue their work when guidelines have been given of how to correct the product. If it 

would be a simple product, for example a normal t-shirt, one expert said that they would 

proceed straight to a counter sample. All experts agreed to if they received a product that 

didn’t add to the collection or so, they would drop it and send out a new product.  

 

Hearing all the experts' descriptions of how the purchase process work, a demarcation was 

found. There was a gap after the order was placed were the experts explained that when the 

product had arrived in store, they begin to follow the sales. Nevertheless, no one explained the 

procedure of how the product arrives to the stores when the production has finished. To be 

assumed, the experts might not be responsible for the distribution or logistics as it has not 

been mentioned as one of their daily tasks. The logistic process was assessed as a different 

process; one could say that the demarcation is agreed with the experts.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. The current purchase process (Kjelin, 2015) 

 
Figure 1. The purchase process (Kjelin, 2015) 
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The current purchase process, (figure 4), was designed as a general review in order to see the 

experts versions and descriptions of how the process looks like as of today. The purchase 

process, (Figure 1) is a modification of Hedén and McAndrew’s (2005) purchase process. The 

aim of putting the two processes next to each other is to get a clear view of how the process 

has developed the last decade. Hedén and McAndrew (2005) argue that their process could be 

applied on both company structures as they share the same activities. One can partially 

assume that it is true. But, as the purchase process, (figure 4), is designed with focus on 

integrated fast fashion retailers, who drives their own garment process, this model gets more 

detailed and with a numerous accurate activities, explained by the experts. The purchase 

process today is as one can see, quite flexible with many impasses which also supports the 

experts' explanations on how far long in the process one can take action by going back and 

start over, or by moving forward. 

7.2 The main focus for a buyer working with the purchase process  

 

Oskarsson, Aronsson and Ekdahl (2009) explain that as the customers demand has become 

more complex, the purchasing function has become more complex. Five experts argued that 

one of their main focuses were to lead the team, but had different approaches and viewpoints 

regarding this. Three of the experts explained leading the team in a more emotional way as to 

make sure they all were okay with working together and towards the set goals. The other two 

experts described their team leadership with a focus of securing that deadlines were followed 

in tune with how the team members should focus and prioritize their work. One of them also 

pointed out the mindset of 80/20, believing that everyone in the team knew their work which 

would make them focus on the right things, to efficient the work flow. To drive the product 

development were another important mission claimed by the experts but again, with different 

views. To address the products with the greatest selling share of the season, whether it was to 

carry over the exact same product from previous season or giving an existing product new 

takes and updates were highlighted by two experts. Identify the right product, to the wright 

price and in the right time were stated by another expert. Budget responsibility and margin 

requirements were two other main tasks to secure the profitability, argued by five experts.  

Bruce and Daly (2006) agree with the experts as they also claim the importance of focusing 

on relationship building as well as interfacing effectively with core activities. Gadde and 

Håkansson (2009) could have an explanation for the different opinions regarding what is 

considered to be the main focus for the buyer to work with the purchase process as a 

competitive strategy. Depending on how the individual has been trained before, it will affect 

how the purchasing process will be carried out.  

 

All the experts agreed to be business minded in order to gain profitability and the main focus 

within this concept is to think from the consumer’s perspective. A company must identify 

who the customer is, to find what’s important for the customer and find out what the customer 

is willing to pay for their clothes. One expert shared the vision to offer the customer what to 

wear in the sense off telling them what they should want to wear without them knowing 

before. That would be to offer a three-dimensional product were would be more than just a 

product. An undefined demand would be answered by creating value and a feeling around it. 

As one of the experts was given the task of starting up two new brands and the main focus 

also lied within identifying the target customer. To obtain good prices, three experts were 

combining this matter with settling the best possible deal with their suppliers, in order to 

secure the prices. Another expert said that one must know the prices and be able to negotiate 

to reach the profitability goals.  Lastly, two experts argue that they need to follow-up on their 

suppliers to secure the orders as when placing small quantities, their order could be dismissed 
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due to a larger competitor. Three experts argue that the most important thing with their 

profession is to be problem-solvers.  Porter (1996) claims that to be successful and better than 

the average competitors, a unique offer to the customers is required.  

7.3 The purchase process as a competitive strategy 

 
Doyle, Moore and Morgan (2006) argue that the changing dynamics of the fashion retailing 

industry over the last twenty years have put a lot of pressure on the fashion apparel retailers. 

To maintain a strong position on market retailers are forced to desire low prices and flexibility 

within the design process, to source for good fabric qualities and fast speed to market. The 

authors claim that these are key strategies to have a chance against competitors. Gattorna 

(2006) argues that the way companies work with their strategies, or how they go about 

delivering the best customer offer, should never be classified as right or wrong.  Moreover, 

once a company has an efficient strategy, it becomes obsolete in the future operating society 

conditions. As all previous subjects discussed, some exported shared the same opinion and 

some didn’t. Two experts claimed that the most important thing to have an efficient buying 

process is to have a clear process or method of how they work, so all employees know their 

tasks. The same experts also shared the same opinion were the idea of 20/80 and trust that 

everyone knows what they are doing. One can assume that by sharing this idea, is a way of 

saving time when focusing on the right things. Two other experts claim that communication is 

the most important thing above all. Whether it has to do with synchronize the assortment with 

other departments or leading the team. The last two experts talks about how own 

responsibility can be more timesaving within the process then waiting to get confirmation 

from higher managers. However to have as much own responsibility as one of them in 

particular says has, there would be both pros- and cons. The free and own responsibility could 

be very timesaving, as very few decisions need to be confirmed by the higher managers. But 

on the other hand, if this expert would encounter an accident, then that could quickly take 

over the work when so many decisions are made by this expert in question. The share of a 

buyer’s owns responsibility in decision-making could be a matter of the balance. Gadde and 

Håkansson (2009) point out that the organizational principle- and design that a company 

chooses is of great importance for how the operation is succeeding. The main focus should be 

addressed as that all departments share the same understanding for the company’s vision. 

There are different focuses on the buying process as a competitive strategy where the experts 

shares a greater focus on how to be competitive through their daily work and as a team were 

the authors lays the focus on the company as a whole.   

7.4 The future development of the purchase process 

 

Pointing at the economic growth were Sweden has increased their turnover by 3, 7 percent 

this year, (Statistics Sweden, 2015) one can assume that the customer demands also keeps 

growing as a consequence.  All of the expert’s answers came out differently whether it was 

possible to influence the purchase process in order to efficient their work and become 

competitive towards other companies. Three experts were giving answers from the current 

work situation and another expert gave a more general view from working in fast fashion 

retailing chains. One expert argued that buyers should share their knowledge and experience 

from the equal role, further to team, department and even company. Additionally, to travel 

more in general was also essential. Especially by supplier’s visits, as it would build the 

relationship were this could gain profitability in bargaining prices onwards. One expert 

believed that working with the purchase process within a fast fashion retailing chain, it would 

be difficult to influence the process. However, working with fewer products would obtain a 
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more thorough work and efficiency with the purchase process.  Two experts would like to 

influence the purchase function by working with one concept and one timeline.  

7.5 The future of the fast fashion industry in Sweden 

 
There where various feelings and opinions regarding the future of the fast fashion industry in 

Sweden. Three experts agreed on that fast fashion companies and the fashion industry in 

Sweden are very successful, but with different approaches, both good and bad. Two experts 

argued that when travelling to Europe, Sweden has a fashion title that is causing expansion 

followed by increased competition. It seems that no one dares to break out from the bad 

spiral. One expert says that everything is about selling as many clothes as possible. In order to 

survive against a company’s competitors in the future, one most apply environmental and 

sustainable approaches within the purchase function. As Sweden is a very enlightened 

country, the hope is that the consumers have an understanding for that the environment gets 

affected and that the working conditions may not always be optimal within the factories. In 

the extent of how the market is consuming today, three experts feel like the industry has lost 

its sole. The consumers are not allowed to miss a single trend. Another expert says that due to 

the competition were companies fight for the same customers, the prices are being pushed 

further down to the level were you buy a top instead of lunch because the prices are equal. 

One expert says that the mindset of “the H & M and IKEA – culture” has increased, were it 

has to be so incredibly cheap and that the customers should shop very often. The consequence 

of this is that many smaller brands and shops go bankrupt. Everything becomes more and 

more one-way, as it goes faster and faster. Another expert says that it is very frustrating with 

the low prices as the companies gets the blame for the fact that the factories pays minimum 

salaries, although the customers cannot see themselves paying more for their clothes. Another 

expert agrees and calls it contradictory. Both experts are asking the question, where all the 

clothes will go when the customers are ready to let go of the garment and ready to buy a new 

one. The mass-consumption becomes wastage.  
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8 Conclusions 
 

The following conclusions made concern the buyers’ perspective of the purchase process that 

is based on the theoretical frame of reference, the interviews with the experts and the analysis. 

  

With the changing dynamics of the fast fashion industry, the purchase process has developed 

and become more complex today than it was before. Because of the globalization with 

technological equipment that are offered today, it creates opportunities for the fast fashion 

companies who never have to settle, thus creating more work for the employees. The 

purchasing process has come to play a growing role, which in turn has also made it more 

complex. Buyers of today looks at a general problematic in how to influence the value chain 

in it’s whole, but sees short-term and long-term solutions within the daily work primary 

within the teams. The buyer’s solutions are presented in the form of clear goals within the 

process work and to reach the set goals there must be tools for how to achieve the set goals. 

Communication is the key tool one should work with further on, both at an internal and an 

external level. This is for everyone to share the understanding of and be able to work 

effectively towards the rapid changes that are performed over the season. 

 

There is a clear distinction between what is considered and should be the main focus when 

working with the purchasing process. Authors believe that the most important key factors for 

building a strong and competitive position in the market as a whole, is to create a strong 

supplier relationship in order to obtain a good price, to be fast and flexible, thus creating the 

right product, in the right quality. The main focus from the buyer’s side is foremost to act on 

an internal level, creating the right conditions for the workflow in a more efficient way. This 

means communication and relationship building of colleagues. Clarity through the 

organization which generates a 80/20 mindset when one focus on what it is that makes the 

difference. Furthermore, companies must get clearer goals and vision for what they want their 

employees to do as it seems difficult overall working with the constant changes. As 

demonstrated by previous research, to have a clear strategy can differentiate a company from 

their competitors. The choice of strategy is therefore not a matter of how big the company is 

but for employees to share the same understanding of what to do and how to do it. 

 

The market of today is considered to be more customer-driven than driven by the fast fashion 

companies. The experts appear to have an ambiguous picture of how the fashion industry will 

progress. They are proud of how far Sweden has come with its identity in the fashion industry 

and the prominent clothing brands. On the other hand, they are concerned for how hard one 

can push the market because it is only the larger companies that survive the competition with 

their financial resources. The larger companies wipe out the small companies and no other 

company dares to break out from this low-price spiral. Several operators gets affected along 

the value chain by the extremely low purchasing prices, such as factories who then pays 

minimum salaries for their employees. Furthermore, bad quality is also a consequence of the 

bargain of low prices and the customer might throw away the garment after only wearing it 

for one occasion. It becomes an environmental issue and too extensive and abstract were the 

companies’ sees the problem but don’t know how to tackle it on a broader scale. 
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9 Future research 
 

Because the purchasing process has become complex today, further research is necessary and 

there are several ways one can research within this topic. Depending on how one interprets 

this report, further research by creating focus groups with more buyers from different Swedish 

fast fashion companies could be done in order to discuss the issue further. One could ask the 

question whether this is an international problem or whether it applies only in Sweden, as the 

rapidly growing market. One should examine how other buyers from international fast fashion 

companies view their work with the purchase process. 

 

Moreover, one could assume that neither the participated buyers nor presented authors of this 

report knows how the fast fashion industry will develop onwards as it is growing rapidly. 

Mass-consumption is a fact and prices are being pressed down as never before on which there 

appears to be no clear research into how fast fashion companies could go about this issue. To 

urge the customers what they want before they know it, as the fashion retailers did before 

could be considered as companies could take back the control of the market. The question is 

how to do it, as it is the fashion retailing companies that have offered fast fashion clothes 

through the years that would be another angle of further research that needs to be investigated.  

 

The fact that fast fashion industry is dominated by women hence lower salaries can also be 

considered an issue that needs further research. As the buyer carries great budgetary 

responsibilities, it means higher pressure from the company and the industry. Furthermore, the 

increased workload as some experts point out, can generate sick-leaves, which in turn can 

become a greater cost for the company in the long run with health care and substitute 

positions. The need of an improved purchase process for the industry is therefore required. 
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11 Appendix I 
 

 Please describe the company you work for 

 

 How long have you worked as a buyer? 

 

 How many years have you worked within the purchase function? 

 

 How many different companies have you worked for within the purchase function? 

 

 How does the purchase process look like in your company? 

 

 What are you tasks as a buyer? 

 

 What do you think are the most essential tasks in your purchase work? 

 

 What do you believe are the most important activities working with the purchase 

process to become competitive towards other fast fashion companies? 

 

 If you were able to influence the purchase process, what would you do? 

 

 What is your opinion, looking at the fast fashion industry in Sweden? 

 

 What are your thoughts of the development within the purchase process since you 

started? 

 

 How do you review the fast fashion industry in Sweden onwards? 

 

 Do you have any other comments you would like to add for this research? 
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